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In January 2014 the CSIS Russia and Eurasia Program launched its new Eurasia Initiative. The vast Eurasian landmass, stretching from China in the East to Europe in the West and from the Arctic in the North to the Indian Ocean in the South, includes some of the world’s most powerful and dynamic states, as well as some of the world’s most intractable challenges. Scholars and analysts are accustomed to focusing on Eurasia’s various regions—Europe, the former Soviet Union, East Asia, South Asia, and Southeast Asia—rather than on the interactions between them. The goal of the Eurasia Initiative is to focus on these interactions, while analyzing and understanding Eurasia in a comprehensive way.

More than any time since the collapse of the Silk Road five centuries ago, today we have to focus on Eurasia as a whole. Over the past two decades, Eurasia has begun to slowly reconnect, with the emergence of new trade relationships and transit infrastructures, as well as the integration of Russia, China, and India into the global economy. Even as this reconnection is underway, the center of economic dynamism in Eurasia, and in the world as a whole, has increasingly shifted to the East. The impact of these shifts is potentially enormous, but they remain poorly understood because of our tendency to limit analysis to a single country or region within the broader Eurasian space.

The first fruits of the Eurasia Initiative include the report you are holding in your hands, one of the five country studies making up our report series Central Asia in a Reconnecting Eurasia. Our decision to start with Central Asia stems from a concern that the drawdown of U.S. and allied troops from Afghanistan will augur declining international interest in the region, which has played a critical role over the course of the conflict. For U.S. policymakers, turning away from Central Asia now would be a serious miscalculation. The five states of Central Asia (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan) are located at the heart of the Eurasian landmass, in close proximity to four of Washington’s biggest foreign policy challenges: Afghanistan/Pakistan, Iran, Russia, and China. For that reason alone, the United States has a strong interest in developing economic and security ties with the states of Central Asia, and doing so in a way that is no longer driven by the exigencies of the war in Afghanistan, but is responsive to the needs and interests of the region itself, as well as enduring U.S. interests.

So in the spring, summer, and fall of 2014 we embarked on a “listening tour” to Central Asia that included extended visits to each country, where we interviewed government officials, experts, private-sector actors, and representatives of international organizations
to understand how Central Asian elites perceive the economic and security environment changing around them. We sought to discover how they are coming to define their national interests in the post-Afghanistan conflict world, including what they would like to see from the United States.

This report and the others in the series reflect what we gleaned from these interviews, along with analysis of published data and secondary literature, to provide a broad overview of how Central Asia sees the world. We should emphasize that the focus of these reports is on the foreign economic and security policies of the five Central Asian states. These reports do not seek to address domestic political issues, human rights, and many other issues, not because we think they are unimportant, but rather because we are interested in the strategic implications of a reconnecting Eurasia, which means concentrating on how these countries interact with the outside world. Of course, internal issues often do impact foreign ties. For instance, one of the main impediments to foreign investment in Central Asia is corruption, coupled with inefficient regulatory frameworks and bureaucratic institutions. The reports analyze these phenomena, but only insofar as they affect the Central Asian states' engagement with the outside world.

Central Asia lies at the heart of the Eurasian landmass, and in many ways has the most to gain from the process of transcontinental reconnection. That process can only reach its full potential however, if the interests of the Central Asian states themselves are given proper consideration. The goal of the Central Asia in a Reconnecting Eurasia series is to analyze the perspectives of these countries, and bring them to the attention of policy makers in the United States.
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The View from Dushanbe

Tajikistan, one of the smallest and poorest countries in Eurasia, aims to seize the opportunity presented by new transit, trade, and energy linkages. Despite areas of potential competitive advantage, including hydropower and mineral resources, Dushanbe faces many barriers to further development and integration in a wider Eurasia.

Tajikistan's difficult geography contributes to its concerns over instability and its fears of being left out of Eurasia's ongoing reconnection. Landlocked along the southern periphery of Central Asia, Tajikistan is bordered by Afghanistan to the south, Uzbekistan to the north and west, Kyrgyzstan to the north, and China to the east. Tajikistan is heavily mountainous, with much of the east of the country dotted by soaring peaks. Due in part to this remote, mountainous geography, Dushanbe's writ does not always extend across the whole of the country, while opportunities to benefit from the emergence of new Eurasian transit corridors are limited.

In some ways, Tajikistan is also still in the midst of a lengthy recovery from the devastation of its 1992–1997 civil war, which pitted the central government against the United Tajik Opposition—a collection of Islamist, nationalist, and liberal reformist groups.1 Led by President Emomali Rahmon, who became head of government in 1992, president in 1994, and was later reelected following the end of the conflict in 1999, Tajikistan sees the maintenance of internal stability as of paramount importance, even as threats to this stability, both internal and external, proliferate.

Tajikistan's foreign policy—described by President Rahmon as maintaining an “open door”—follows the principles of multivectorism and balance common to many of the Central Asian states. This policy focuses on maintaining positive relationships with all neighbors and international partners to ensure stability and expanding economic ties. Nonetheless, deeply rooted conflicts over resources and territory, especially with Uzbekistan, remain a major obstacle to Tajikistan's aspirations for development and integration. Given its physical isolation, insecurity, and economic weakness, Tajikistan remains heavily dependent on Russia. Dushanbe has pushed back against some of Russia's initiatives for Eurasian integration and in general aims to diversify its economic and political relationships to balance Russia's influence. To that end, Tajikistan benefits from the larger

---

1. The cost of the civil war is estimated in Tajikistan's National Development Strategy at more than $7 billion, a massive figure for a country with a 2013 GDP of only $8.5 billion.
economic role China has played in recent years, as well as the close cultural and historical ties it enjoys with Iran—though relations with Beijing and Tehran bring their own complications.

Despite these challenges, Dushanbe sees opportunities in the expansion of its hydropower sector and the development of regional energy and trade markets linking Tajikistan to South Asia, China, the rest of Central Asia, and global markets. For Tajikistan, exploiting areas of competitive advantage, hydropower and mining among them, will be critical to the country's economic success. Dushanbe, however, will need outside assistance, and realizing its full potential will also require breaking the “transport deadlock” stemming from Tajikistan’s geographic isolation and political instability.
Radical Islamism—A Threat to Tajikistan?

The government of Tajikistan is deeply concerned about the threat posed by terrorism and extremist ideology. While the government in Dushanbe views Afghanistan as both a safe haven for extremist groups that target Tajikistan (such as the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan and Hizb ut-Tahrir), domestic radicalization remains a concern as well. Dushanbe takes great pains to restrict religious activity that is not officially sanctioned by the government, including through the criminalization of some religious activity and intrusive state oversight of religious affairs. According to foreign officials in Dushanbe, policies such as the banning of Salafist groups most often serve just to drive banned practices underground. Pervasive poverty and lack of economic opportunity also contribute to radicalization in Tajikistan. As one foreign official we spoke with put it, the domestic “threat of extremism is very real.”

One of our interlocutors indicated that approximately 500 Tajiks were actively fighting in Syria, though estimates vary considerably. A video posted in March 2015 by Tajik militants fighting with the self-proclaimed Islamic State shows a fighter claiming that their next video could emanate from “the mountains of Tavildara in central Tajikistan, or the Tajik capital, Dushanbe.” Another IS video that surfaced in January 2015 called for jihad against the government of Tajikistan. President Rahmon, in a speech days before the video came to light, was unequivocal in his condemnation, stating that “hell awaits everyone who kills the faithful without reason.” Only a month earlier, 13 men, purportedly members of the banned Islamist group Jamaat Ansarullah, were convicted of recruiting young Tajiks to fight in Syria and sentenced to lengthy jail terms.

Tajikistan’s foreign policy is, above all else, informed by its vulnerabilities. Heavily dependent on Russia while facing instability from Afghanistan to its south and a series of conflicts with its neighbors in Central Asia, Tajikistan’s freedom of action is inherently circumscribed. Tajik officials understand the need to operate within these strictures, even while seeking to transcend them. Russia, which has continued to play a massive role in Tajikistan’s development since independence, remains Dushanbe’s key economic and security partner largely as a result of dependence on remittances from migrant workers in Russia. Within Central Asia, Tajikistan remains closely tied to and dependent on neighboring Uzbekistan, despite often-tense bilateral relations. China is an increasingly important economic partner and source of investment as well. Dushanbe recognizes its vulnerability to its larger neighbors and asserts itself against them only selectively, when it believes core interests are jeopardized. Like the other states of Central Asia, Tajikistan also aims to avoid falling wholly under the economic or political umbrella of a single foreign power.

The foundation of Tajikistan’s foreign economic and security policy is what President Rahmon has termed the “open door.” Similar to its neighbors in the region, Tajikistan seeks, above all, stability in its immediate neighborhood, which it hopes to achieve by maintaining friendly, positive relationships across the wider region. Tajikistan would like to encourage regional cooperation in order to break the transportation bottleneck that contributes to the country’s underdevelopment. For this reason, Tajikistan prioritizes its relationships with the other Central Asian states. Strengthening relations with China is a priority for the same reason. Similarly, Dushanbe hopes to enhance commercial connections with Iran, Pakistan, and Afghanistan, despite concerns about the potential spillover of instability from the latter in the coming years.

Central Asia

In his 2013 annual foreign policy address, President Rahmon emphasized that Tajikistan’s top foreign policy priority is the development of equal, mutually beneficial, and stable relations with its neighbors in Central Asia. Foremost is the fraught relationship with Uzbekistan. Major disputes tied to historical grievances, borders, and water sharing have brought the relationship to a standstill. Given the importance of Uzbekistan as a transit
corridor for Tajikistan, poor relations and closed borders act as a break on Tajikistan’s
economic development and broader foreign policy ambitions.

Perhaps the most important issue in Tajik-Uzbek relations, if not the international
politics of Central Asia as a whole, is water. Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan lie upstream along,
respectively, the Amu Darya and Syr Darya rivers, which flow downstream into Kazakhstan
(Syr Darya) and Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan (Amu Darya). These two rivers supply
a large portion of Central Asia’s water, creating tensions over the division of this limited
(and shrinking) resource, largely pitting upstream Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan against their
downstream neighbors. During the Soviet period, water was provided to the downstream
republics in exchange for gas and other energy supplies, an arrangement that collapsed
along with the USSR. Unable to afford imported energy, Tajikistan now gets 98.8 percent of
its electricity from hydropower, but faces periodic shortages due to limited capacity and
inefficiency.1

1. For an overview, see “Water Pressures in Central Asia,” International Crisis Group Europe and Central

Tajikistan, like Kyrgyzstan, wants to expand its hydroelectricity generation capacity to meet its own needs and to turn its water into a resource it can sell. Uzbekistan and, to a lesser degree, the other downstream states fear that the resulting dams will reduce the rivers' flow, negatively impacting agriculture. With snowpack and glaciers in Tajikistan's mountains shrinking as the climate warms, less runoff is flowing into the Amu Darya, reducing the amount of water available even as downstream populations and demand continue to grow. Central Asia's upstream and downstream states are thus fighting over an ever-shrinking supply of water, with implications for regional security as well as economic cooperation. According to our interlocutors throughout Central Asia, approximately 50 percent of intergovernmental correspondence in the region is focused on this single, divisive issue.

The Rogun dam project is the centerpiece of Tajikistan's hydropower development strategy (and economic strategy more broadly) and the key point of contention between
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Dushanbe and its neighbors. Uzbekistan, which relies on water from the Amu Darya to feed its critical agricultural industry, views the impact of Rogun as potentially catastrophic and has opposed Rogun at every step, even threatening the use of force to prevent construction. Dushanbe argues that Rogun is critically important to Tajikistan's development and that it can be constructed and managed in a way that addresses Uzbekistan's concerns. A 2014 World Bank feasibility study broadly blessed the project, but has not changed minds in Tashkent. According to our interlocutors in Dushanbe, a deal that would prove acceptable to both Tajikistan and Uzbekistan is difficult to imagine at this time.

---

While Rogun is a key flashpoint in Tajikistan's relations with its neighbors, it is by no means the only one. Localized cross-border conflicts tied to water are commonplace, while other disagreements are often tied to historical and territorial disputes. The 2002 seizure of the disputed Farkhad reservoir in the Fergana Valley by Tajikistan is one example. This reservoir, which supplies water to cotton fields in Tajikistan that produce more than half of the country’s annual yield (but also supplies an Uzbek hydropower station), had been in Uzbek hands under the terms of a 40-year lease signed back in 1933. Uzbekistan maintains that a land swap agreement in the mid-1940s permanently transferred control to Tashkent; Dushanbe, however, argues that Tashkent never returned the reservoir at the termination of the lease, justifying a military seizure.  

With water viewed as a zero-sum issue in both Dushanbe and Tashkent, these disagreements have poisoned the proverbial well. Over the years, Tashkent has shut off supplies of oil and gas, and closed the border (whose demarcation remains unfinished, another point of contention), blocking Tajikistan’s exports, especially of its key products, cotton and aluminum. Uzbekistan has also, in the name of combating extremism and narcotics trafficking, mined portions of the border with Tajikistan. At one point, Uzbekistan closed, and subsequently dismantled, rail lines running into Tajikistan.  

According to our interlocutors in Dushanbe, these measures, especially those depriving Tajikistan of energy, may only intensify Dushanbe’s resolve to construct Rogun, as the project is seen as one of Dushanbe’s few sources of leverage. Some of our interlocutors in Tajikistan questioned whether relations with Uzbekistan could possibly get any worse, though one individual pointed out that a single railway line remains open, and could presumably be closed. As one foreign diplomat with whom we spoke said, this state of the bilateral relationship is ultimately an issue that only the two presidents, whose relationship was long reported to be quite poor, can resolve.  

Nonetheless, the relationship has improved over the past year, following Uzbek president Islam Karimov’s visit to Dushanbe for a Shanghai Cooperation Organization summit in late 2014. Direct flights between Tashkent and Dushanbe resumed in March 2015. Perceiving a mounting, mutual threat from cross-border extremism, the two countries’ border services agreed to cooperate on securing their common frontier, and have discussed visa liberalization.

---

The fractious relationship with Uzbekistan limits Tajikistan’s connectivity with markets beyond its direct neighborhood. To a lesser degree, tensions with northern neighbor Kyrgyzstan have a similar effect. As upstream states, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan largely align on the issue of water, but their broader relationship remains difficult. The two countries have only demarcated about half of their shared border, and large portions remain actively disputed. In particular, a set of small Tajik enclaves in the Fergana Valley, in the far northeast of the country and wholly surrounded by Kyrgyzstan, have been a point of contention. In January 2014, the first firefight in history between the countries’ regular forces broke out in the vicinity of the Tajik exclave of Vorukh.7 Negotiations to resolve the dispute resumed in October 2014 after a six-month pause,8 but despite a measure of reported progress,9

---

a real breakthrough is unlikely anytime soon.\textsuperscript{10} In fact, both sides now appear to be escalating their military presence in the disputed regions.\textsuperscript{11}

In contrast, Dushanbe sees Turkmenistan as a key source of energy and an outlet to international markets. Tajikistan relied on Turkmenistan for electricity until that supply was cut off by Uzbekistan on the grounds of repairs to transmission lines.\textsuperscript{12} Turkmenistan has offered to again supply electricity to Tajikistan through power lines across Afghanistan,\textsuperscript{13} although Afghanistan's stability remains a wildcard.\textsuperscript{14} Furthermore, Tajikistan views the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Tajikistan (TAT) railway project, set tentatively for completion in 2015, as critical because it circumvents Uzbekistan, granting direct access to the Turkmen rail system. Kazakhstan too is a major economic partner, accounting for over

---


10 percent of Tajikistan's total world trade. The newly formed Kazakhstan Agency for International Development (KazAID) is largely aimed at Central Asia, especially Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan.

### Afghanistan and South Asia

Afghanistan is a major source of concern for Dushanbe. According to foreign diplomats and experts we interviewed, the government of President Rahmon sees Afghanistan, with which Tajikistan shares a porous, mountainous 1,300-km border, as the primary source of threats to its security, which mostly stem from instability and poor governance in Afghanistan itself. Independent analysts with whom we spoke, however, argued that the threat posed by Afghan instability is significantly overstated. Tajik officials assess the threat of instability and spillover, especially from the Badakhshan province, which borders central and eastern Tajikistan, as considerable. Tajikistan perceives Afghanistan as an incubator of terrorism and radical ideology, and in response has sought to bolster its control over its borders (with international assistance), though with little success. Tajikistan nonetheless views Afghanistan and the rest of South Asia as key markets, especially for the export of its surplus electricity during the summer months.

A related concern is the trafficking of narcotics. Key trafficking routes flow directly from Afghanistan through Tajikistan to Kyrgyzstan and beyond: the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) estimates that more than a quarter of Afghan narcotics bound for Europe and Russia pass through Tajikistan, which according to one of our interlocutors in Dushanbe amounts to around 80 tons of heroin each year. Pervasive corruption and the proliferation of smuggling operations, some of them officially sanctioned, exacerbate the trafficking issue in areas of Tajikistan where governance is weakest. One foreign official with whom we spoke described the situation as a problem “more of political corruption than leaky borders,” whereby the government (and the Russians who, until 2005, guarded the Tajik-Afghan border) facilitate drug trafficking. However, the UNODC notes that there have been improvements and a genuine willingness on the part of Dushanbe to cooperate with the international community to improve border protection and fight against drug trafficking.

Tajikistan also maintains strong cultural ties with Afghanistan, especially with the 20 percent to 25 percent of the Afghan population that is ethnically Tajik. Afghanistan’s Tajiks are concentrated in the north of the country, where they formed the backbone for

---

15. Unless otherwise specified, all trade data come from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) Direction of Trade Statistics (DOTS) database and author calculations based on that data.
19. Ibid.
the anti-Taliban Northern Alliance. Afghanistan provided a haven for refugees from Tajikistan’s civil war in the 1990s, as well as a training ground for antigovernment rebels. Like its post-Soviet neighbors, Dushanbe maintained close ties with the mainly Tajik Northern Alliance, helping funnel arms and assistance during the conflict with the Taliban. Today, Tajiks are heavily represented in the Afghan security services and military, where they comprise 32 percent of the force and constitute an important part of Afghanistan’s economic and political elite. Our interlocutors agree that Tajikistan remains concerned about the treatment of ethnic Tajiks in Afghanistan.

Tajikistan also views Afghanistan and Pakistan (as well as possibly India over the long term) as growth markets. The expansion of economic ties with South Asia, in particular in the field of energy, is key to Tajikistan’s development strategy. With its hydropower potential and electricity surpluses in the summer months, Tajikistan envisions itself as a potential energy exporter—a major impetus behind Dushanbe’s plans to dramatically expand its generation capacity.

Tajikistan’s ambitions dovetail with a set of parallel projects backed by Western governments as well as a host on international development organizations to create an integrated regional energy market spanning Central and South Asia. Both projects, the Central Asia and South Asia Power Transmission Project (CASA-1000) and the Turkmenistan-Uzbekistan-Tajikistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan (TUTAP) interconnection concept, envision Tajikistan as one source of electricity that, through the development of new transmission infrastructure, will supply electricity to Afghanistan and Pakistan. Tajikistan has embraced these projects and points to them to justify its plans for the Rogun dam. In addition to the potential commercial benefits, Dushanbe views these projects as one aspect of its support for Afghanistan’s peaceful development and stability, which in turn will help bolster Tajikistan’s own security. Some analysts doubt the viability of these projects, in large part due to concerns about the development and maintenance of adequate infrastructure, the reliability of supply from Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, the politicization of energy issues between the two upstream countries, and the security of power lines traversing unstable states.

Iran

Historical, cultural, and linguistic ties between Tajikistan and Iran underpin a generally cooperative and growing relationship. The expansion of trade and economic cooperation with Iran, not to mention engagement on cultural issues, was listed third by President...

---


21. Much of modern-day Tajikistan was part of the Persian Empire in the Middle Ages, and the Tajik language is a variant of Persian that is at least partially intelligible to Iranians.
Rahmon in his address outlining the priorities of Tajikistan’s foreign policy, well before other priorities such as the relationships with Russia and China.22

For the past decade, Iran has accounted for 3 percent to 5 percent of Tajikistan’s total world trade, well behind Russia, China, and Kazakhstan. Iran has however played an instrumental role as an investor in a handful of infrastructure and transit projects. These include the Sangtuda-2 Hydroelectric Power Plant, in which Iran invested approximately $180 million (compared to Tajikistan’s $40 million),23 and the Anzob (Istiklol) Tunnel, which connects Dushanbe with the northern Fergana Valley and the city of Khujand. In return for its investment in Sangtuda-2, which came on line in 2011, Iran will collect revenues for the first fourteen-and-a-half years, at which point ownership will be transferred to Tajikistan.

Despite these ties, Tajikistan is officially a secular state, and its population is 85 percent Sunni Muslim. Our interlocutors noted that Iran does not attempt to spread Islamism or support extremist groups in Tajikistan (in contrast to its actions in the Middle East). Given Tajikistan’s concerns about extremism and domestic radicalization, Dushanbe is nevertheless concerned about the potential export of radical ideas from Iran. In 2011, Tajikistan recalled approximately 1,400 students who were studying Islam abroad, 200 of whom were in Iran.24

Russia

Of all of Tajikistan’s foreign partners, Russia maintains the deepest economic, political, and security ties. Elites in Tajikistan view Russia as a key partner, but also worry that ties with Moscow can serve to limit Dushanbe’s freedom of action. These concerns center in particular on labor migration and defense ties, both of which leave Tajikistan heavily dependent on Russian goodwill. Russia has not been shy about employing its leverage to retain influence in Tajikistan and to push the country toward greater integration with Russian-led organizations, most notably the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU). Our interlocutors in Dushanbe suggested, however, that Tajikistan does not want to fall solely under the economic and security umbrella of Russia—and has resisted these integration efforts where possible. In his 2013 foreign policy address, President Rahmon extolled the virtues of engagement with Russia, albeit only “on the basis of equality, mutual benefit, and strategic partnership.”25

25. Rahmon, “Policy Statement by the President of Tajikistan on the occasion of opening of the MFA new building.”
While Russia is no longer Tajikistan’s largest trading partner (it was recently overtaken by China), it remains undoubtedly Tajikistan’s most critical economic partner more broadly. Russia’s importance derives from its status as a magnet for Tajik migrant workers with few employment prospects at home. Today, approximately half of working-age Tajik men live and work abroad, almost entirely in Russia, and the remittances sent home to their families are equivalent to between 40 percent and 50 percent of Tajikistan’s GDP, according to recent estimates—the highest percentage of any country in the world.26–27

These massive flows of both people and their money make Tajikistan’s economy largely dependent on—and inextricable from—Russia’s. With the economic slowdown in Russia leading to a sharp decline in remittances flows—up to 20 percent by some estimates28—our interlocutors in Dushanbe suggested the economic ramifications for Tajikistan could be immense. The more than one million Tajik migrant workers in Russia also give Moscow a powerful political tool. Fearing in particular the instability that a massive influx of returning migrant workers could engender, Dushanbe “understands the leverage that the migrant issue gives Moscow,” in the words of a foreign diplomat with whom we spoke. Russia has deployed the migrant issue to pressure the Tajik government to accede to the Eurasian Economic Union, most notably through the imposition of new restrictions on migrants from non-EEU states that went into effect on January 1, 2015.29

Moscow’s economic influence in Tajikistan extends beyond remittances. Russia still accounts for nearly one-fifth of Tajikistan’s foreign trade and remains a major source of foreign investment, though it has recently been overtaken by China. According to Tajikistan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Russia has invested in recent years more than $700 million in industries such as energy and mining, manufacturing and construction, transport infrastructure, and agriculture.30 Gazprom alone has invested more than $40 million in Tajikistan, supplies 60 percent of the country’s total hydrocarbons, and is currently conducting exploration of new oil and gas fields. In 2013, the Tajik government agreed to import one million tons of fuel and oil products from Russia annually, at reduced prices.31

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia has also maintained a strong security and defense presence in Tajikistan, ostensibly out of concern about the spread of radicalism,

instability, and narcotics from Afghanistan. Russia continues to maintain a force of approximately 5,000 to 7,000 troops in Tajikistan as part of its 201st Military Base, a legacy of the Tajik Civil War and still Russia’s largest foreign deployment, stationed at bases near Dushanbe, Qurghonteppa, and Kulob in southwestern Tajikistan. Unconfirmed reports suggest that several thousand of the troops from the 201st have been deployed to the Russo-Ukrainian border and potentially involved in the fighting in Ukraine.32, 33, 34

Our interlocutors in Dushanbe conveyed that Tajikistan remains uncomfortable with a Russian military presence. Tensions came to a head during negotiations over the terms of an extension for the lease on the Russian base (which was set to expire in 2014). Dushanbe fought to extract higher rent payments and to limit the time scope of any extension. In exchange for an extension of the lease through 2042, Russia agreed to provide duty-free oil, take “responsibility for the modernization and technical renovation of Tajikistan’s Armed Forces”35 in the form of $200 million in military assistance, and further invest in Tajikistan’s hydropower sector, while also promising better treatment for Tajik migrant workers.36

Additionally, more than 1,000 Russian border troops guarded the Tajikistan-Afghanistan frontier until 2005, when control of and responsibility for the border was fully returned to Tajikistan, which had long argued that the presence of these troops undermined its sovereignty. Moscow has, in recent years, reemphasized the need for a Russian presence on that border, citing concerns about spillover following the withdrawal of International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) troops from Afghanistan.37 In 2013 the Russian-led Collective Security Treatment Organization (CSTO) announced a program of “additional collective assistance”38 to Tajikistan, including the provision of troops to bolster the southern border (although, at Dushanbe’s insistence, none of the troops will be Russian).39 Additionally, the CSTO has made clear that its forces could intervene quickly and decisively to repel any cross-border threats.40

China

As part of its Silk Road Economic Belt (SREB) strategy, China has emphasized the expansion of ties with Central Asia. For the most part, Dushanbe has welcomed the establishment of a strategic partnership and the growing presence of Beijing in the Tajik economy, whether through increased trade, investment flows, or assistance in the development of infrastructure, with open arms. According to a foreign diplomat stationed in Dushanbe, the Tajik government has not sought to limit China's economic presence in the manner of some other Central Asian states, viewing Chinese trade and investment as wholly positive and without uncomfortable strings attached—political or otherwise.

President Xi Jinping's September 2014 state visit to Tajikistan saw the signing of a Program of Economic Cooperation between Tajikistan and China to 2020, which lays out the future of the China-Tajikistan strategic partnership (itself inaugurated a year earlier in Beijing). This document emphasizes the economic aspects of the relationship, including commitments to increase trade to $3 billion by 2020 (up from $2.1 billion in 2013), increase investment, and complete a wide range of Chinese-financed infrastructure projects. These infrastructure projects run the gamut from Line D of the Central Asia-China gas pipeline, which establishes Tajikistan as a transit state for gas from its energy-rich neighbors, to the expansion of the Tajik electric grid and the development of road and rail linkages. During the visit, the two leaders also signed an agreement that promises $5 billion in direct investment, where China is already the second-largest source of foreign direct investment.

Policymakers in Dushanbe view China’s promotion of investment, trade, and transport infrastructure under the rubric of the SREB as directly aligned with Tajikistan's core strategic goal of alleviating the country’s transport bottlenecks and, secondarily, accessing additional sources of energy. During a November 2014 meeting in Beijing, Xi stated, “China supports Tajikistan’s plan to become an economic and trade passageway between China and countries in Central Asia and the Gulf region.” Tajikistan will annually receive millions of dollars in much-needed transit fees upon the completion of the Line D pipeline, though it will not receive gas directly. China is also at the forefront of attempts

to develop Tajikistan’s hydrocarbon reserves, with the China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) part of a consortium developing the potentially massive Bokhtar field in southwestern Tajikistan.\textsuperscript{47, 48}

While economic ties are the core of the Tajikistan-China relationship, cooperation on security issues is poised to increase as well. Tajikistan borders China’s restive Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. Tajikistan’s security and stability are thus of critical concern to Beijing, since an unstable Tajikistan could serve as a refuge for groups hostile to Chinese rule in Xinjiang.\textsuperscript{49} To mitigate the risk of instability pouring across the border, Beijing has pledged, according to China’s defense minister, “hundreds of millions of dollars” in military assistance to Dushanbe, including through training programs and the provision of nonlethal matériel.\textsuperscript{50}

Tajikistan is also an active participant in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) and held the group’s rotating presidency in 2014.\textsuperscript{51} In his 2013 foreign policy address, however, President Rahmon emphasized that the “capabilities of [the SCO] in terms of development of mutually beneficial economic cooperation are still not properly used,” proposing that the expansion of economic relations and new infrastructure projects should be the SCO’s primary focus.\textsuperscript{52}

The United States and the European Union

Much of the West’s engagement with Tajikistan has been as an assistance donor. The United States has been a major donor since the early days of Tajikistan’s independence, providing nearly $1 billion in aid between 1992 and 2010.\textsuperscript{53} Budgeted assistance, however, has declined steadily in recent years, from approximately $40 million in 2013 to an administration request to Congress for less than $30 million for fiscal year 2015.\textsuperscript{54} This assistance has primarily focused on economic development and humanitarian issues, including food security (through the Feed the Future\textsuperscript{55} and Food for Peace programs) along with poverty


\textsuperscript{52.} Rahmon, “Policy Statement by the President of Tajikistan on the occasion of opening of the MFA new building.”


reduction and public health measures, as well as promotion of human rights and democracy. According to one foreign diplomat with whom we spoke, U.S. aid has been disbursed in too diffuse a manner to translate into policy influence, with the U.S. struggling to make sense of the transactional nature of politics in Tajikistan, and with the focus on human rights distracting from the pursuit of Washington’s hard security interests and creating friction with the Tajik government.

The European Union, too, is a major assistance donor, as well as a major trading partner (though bilateral trade declined precipitously during the global economic crisis and has yet to fully recover to precrisis levels). Financial assistance has similarly focused nearly exclusively on nonmilitary areas, with some funds allocated for border management and counternarcotics and counterterrorism through programs operating on the regional level. The EU also funds a multiyear project on nuclear security issues, providing training, equipment, and laboratories to enhance border-monitoring capabilities.

---

The U.S. government and the European Union have long supported Tajikistan's aspirations for greater, more inclusive economic development through such projects as CASA-1000 and TUTAP. These regional electricity projects (discussed in greater detail below) fall under the rubric of the United States’ New Silk Road initiative, which parallels Tajikistan’s goals of enhancing its export potential and breaking out of its transportation bottleneck. Our foreign interlocutors in Dushanbe argued that existing and planned infrastructure projects demonstrate that Western support for the New Silk Road initiative is having an impact, though U.S. and European officials have been clear in their public policy statements that the project of regional integration is a long-term one.

U.S. and EU security assistance, primarily in the form of funding for border security measures and related training, became an additional area of focus during the war in Afghanistan and particularly in the lead-up to the drawdown of ISAF troops in 2014. Immediately after the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks in the United States, Tajikistan offered the United States the use of its airspace. Tajikistan later played a role in supporting ISAF forces in Afghanistan through its participation in the Northern Distribution Network (NDN), bringing nonlethal supplies across Europe and Eurasia to coalition forces in Afghanistan. While the majority of cargo shipped along the NDN transited Uzbekistan’s rail system, a small portion was carried by truck over the Kazakhstan-Kyrgyzstan-Tajikistan (KKT) route. In the past few years, ISAF has mostly been shipping equipment out of Afghanistan, though one foreign official with whom we spoke indicated that traffic had largely dried up and that efforts to turn the NDN into a commercially viable transport network remain unfulfilled.

As Tajikistan views the possibility of instability in Afghanistan as a key security threat, Dushanbe has sought limited security assistance from the United States and others in securing its border. Tajikistan’s relationship with and dependence on Russia has limited U.S. influence on the ground. According to a foreign diplomat, Tajikistan appreciates U.S. assistance for providing a retort to Russian pressure to redeploy Russian or CSTO forces along the Tajikistan-Afghanistan border. The United States acts as an alternative that, according to the same diplomat, keeps it “in the game” in Dushanbe. While appreciating the availability of such assistance, Dushanbe appears frustrated with the bureaucratic hoops and red tape that accompany it. U.S. procedures for foreign military financing or the transfer of excess defense articles are viewed as too bureaucratic and time consuming, taking years to actually make an on-the-ground impact. The requirements for these programs appear poorly understood in Dushanbe. Our interlocutors suggested that China and Russia have a comparative advantage in security cooperation insofar as they can mobilize support more quickly and skirt bureaucratic obstacles if sufficient political will exists.

The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) also placed its Border Management Staff College, which provides professional education to the border services of

---

all five Central Asian countries, in Dushanbe. Kazakhstan had sought to host the college, but the OSCE chose Tajikistan because of the importance of the Tajik-Afghan border for the security of the entire region. According to one official we spoke with, the college’s existence is imperiled by Russian obstruction within the OSCE. While Russia is concerned about ensuring security along the Tajik-Afghan border, it has larger concerns with the OSCE, and prefers in any case to delegate securing Tajikistan’s southern border to its own troops or forces under the umbrella of the CSTO.
As Eurasia reconnects, the primary consideration for landlocked, mountainous Tajikistan is to ensure that the process of regional integration does not pass it by. Possessing few competitive exports and lacking the hydrocarbon endowments that have buoyed some of the other states in Central Asia, Tajikistan’s economy remains heavily dependent on remittance flows, primarily from Russia.

**Topography of Tajikistan**

Remittances—The Driver of Tajikistan's Economy

Tajikistan's economy has yet to fully recover from its post-Soviet collapse during the 1990s, though since 2005 the country has seen GDP growth between 6.5 percent and 8 percent per year.\textsuperscript{1} Poverty remains a major challenge, despite some success in reducing poverty over the last two decades. Tajikistan also has a massive shadow economy (relative to the size of its reported economy), estimated at 82 percent of GDP in 2003 and 61 percent in 2005, according to two separate studies.\textsuperscript{2} Opportunities for economic advancement at home are limited, especially for the approximately 55 percent of Tajikistan's population that is under the age of 25.\textsuperscript{3}

These factors have left Tajikistan heavily dependent on remittances, especially from Russia. The World Bank estimated total remittances at $4.1 billion in 2013.\textsuperscript{4, 5} According to one foreign official stationed in Tajikistan with whom we spoke, these remittances are equivalent to between 40 percent and 50 percent of Tajikistan's GDP, a figure also cited in other independent studies, making Tajikistan the most remittance-dependent country in the world.\textsuperscript{6, 7} Around half of working-age Tajik men are believed to live and work abroad, again mostly in Russia.\textsuperscript{8} As the recent crisis in the Russian economy has shown, Tajikistan's dependence also exacerbates its vulnerability to external shocks. According to one of our interlocutors, overall
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As Dushanbe itself acknowledges in its National Development Strategy, the impediments to economic development are considerable. They extend from structural problems with the economy—including inadequate competition, a poor investment climate exacerbated by corruption and other governance concerns, and limited human capital—to obstacles of geography, including the state’s physical fragmentation and mountainous topography, underdeveloped infrastructure, and physical distance from the centers of the global economy.\(^1\) Possible areas of competitive advantage exist as well, though their exploitation will require large investment and in many cases deep structural reform. Foremost among these is Tajikistan’s freshwater resources and attendant hydroelectric power potential. Other possible areas of competitive advantage cited by the authorities in Dushanbe include mineral resources, agriculture, and Tajikistan’s potential as a transit country.\(^2\)

Tajikistan’s foreign trade has expanded in the past decade, albeit at a more modest rate than its Central Asian neighbors. This expansion (a 160 percent increase in absolute terms) has been driven in large part by the rapid expansion of trade ties with China. In 2005, China accounted for less than 5 percent of Tajikistan’s total world trade and, in 2013, more

\(^1\) These relatively high growth rates, while accurate, overstate at least in part the health of Tajikistan’s economy due to the low base effect. As recently as 2000, Tajikistan’s GDP lay below $1 billion; thus, even with relatively fast growth since that time, the country’s GDP in 2013 amounted to only $8.5 billion, for a GDP per capita figure slightly above $1,000.


\(^7\) “Remittances to Developing Countries to Grow by 5 Percent This Year, While Conflict-Related Forced Migration Is at All-Time High, Says WB Report,” World Bank.

\(^8\) Ibid.

\(^9\) Farchy, “Tajikistan looks to China as Russian remittances dry up.”

than one-third (remittances not included). China has surpassed other traditional partners, such as Russia and the states of Central Asia, whose overall share of Tajikistan's trade has remained broadly stable over time. Trade with the European Union, once Tajikistan's largest trading partner, has declined precipitously over the past decade.

According to our interlocutors, Dushanbe wants to diversify and expand its overall trade profile. In 2005, trade with Russia, Central Asia, and the European Union amounted to nearly 70 percent of Tajikistan's total. By 2013, the EU fell almost entirely out of the picture, a function of a severe decline in Tajik exports, chiefly of aluminum, agricultural products, and textiles, tied to the global economic crisis that began in 2008. In 2013, seven states (China, Russia, Turkey, and the other four Central Asian states) together accounted for more than 75 percent of Tajikistan's total trade turnover. Economic ties with the United States have been and remain negligible. The push to diversify also extends to the composition of trade: for the time being, aluminum accounts for over 60 percent of Tajikistan's exports, with textiles, mineral products, and food accounting for the rest. Given the volatility of global commodity prices, Dushanbe would like to reduce the centrality of aluminum in particular to its overall exports.

Dushanbe views its March 2013 accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) as a boon to these efforts, and the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade has launched a post-accession plan to bring Tajikistan more fully into compliance with its WTO obligations. Our interlocutors noted, however, that Tajikistan's primary focus was merely to “cross the finish line” during the WTO negotiations, and that fulfilling the post-accession plan will require large-scale reform.

Tajikistan's membership in the Russian-led Eurasian Economic Union remains an open question, as does the likely economic impact of membership. A 2013 study from the

Eurasian Development Bank (EDB) assessed membership as beneficial to Tajikistan's economy over the long term, but only if Tajikistan takes advantage of the economic opportunities that membership affords it. The EDB asserted that Tajikistan could benefit from its workers' improved access to EEU labor markets, the stimulation of both domestic and foreign investment, and increased productivity, while the impact of trade diversion would be limited. The study makes clear, however, that EEU accession would not in and of itself constitute a panacea, and that Dushanbe would still have to carry out substantial reforms, many of which already dovetail with measures that the government has sought to implement through the National Development Strategy.

With northern neighbor Kyrgyzstan set to join the EEU in May 2015, Tajikistan faces the prospect of increased obstacles to trade, investment, and labor flows. According to both foreign officials and Tajik analysts with whom we spoke, Dushanbe is worried, however, that accession may not be in its long-term economic interests. Yet because of the migrant issue and the importance of remittances, combined with Tajikistan's overall lack of access to alternative markets, our interlocutors suggested that Dushanbe may ultimately conclude that membership is compulsory.

Rahmon, who has indicated that Tajikistan would eventually join the EEU, has in the past year or so said little about his country's intentions. Russia continues pressuring Tajikistan on this score. Deportation of up to 200,000 Tajik migrants over the last three years may in part have been intended to pressure Dushanbe into accelerating its accession process. One of our interlocutors suggested that despite the pressure it has placed on Tajikistan, Russia is ultimately wary of taking on the economic burden of Tajikistan's membership to the EEU.

---
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Infrastructure and Connectivity

By virtue of its isolation, topography, and dearth of easily recoverable natural resources, Tajikistan faces major hurdles in its efforts to integrate into wider Eurasian transit networks, supply chains, and regional markets. In much of the country, road and rail systems, power lines, and other critical infrastructure are inadequate or in disrepair. Additionally, political disputes, most notably with neighbor Uzbekistan over water use, have resulted in the periodic closure of borders, blocking Tajikistan’s main outlets to regional and global markets. Instability and conflict in Afghanistan—and the potential for more following the drawdown of coalition forces—has also set back efforts to integrate Central Asia and South Asia through Tajikistan.

Opportunities do exist, however, especially in the energy sphere. Water is one of the few resources that Tajikistan possesses in abundance, and the government, supported by international development organizations and others, seeks to capitalize on its hydropower potential by expanding generation capacity and building new transmission lines to South Asia. The realization of Tajikistan’s transit and energy potential, however limited, will depend on the development of soft infrastructure and political will even more than the construction of new hard infrastructure.

ENERGY DEVELOPMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Tajikistan’s most important natural resource is its water supply. As such, the government views its hydropower potential as a central pillar of the country’s economic development. According to the Tajik Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Tajikistan’s overall electricity production potential is 527 billion kilowatt hours (kWh) per year (eighth-largest worldwide), of which 317 billion kWh have “good prospects” for development. These figures far surpass present-day production (17.5 billion kWh in 2012). Dushanbe sees expanded electricity generation as an opportunity to ameliorate the country’s domestic energy shortages and provide an export commodity as part of larger regional electricity networks. The government plans to prioritize major hydroelectric projects, including the controversial Rogun dam, along with the construction of new electricity export infrastructure.

Due to seasonal variation in water flows, Tajikistan produces more electricity than it consumes domestically during the summer months, while experiencing sometimes severe and extended shortfalls during the winter due to insufficient domestic generation capacity, poor electricity transmission infrastructure, and politically motivated shutoffs of alternative fuels, primarily oil and gas, from its downstream neighbors. Much of Tajikistan’s existing hydropower infrastructure, such as the Nurek dam, which produces approximately 80 percent of the country’s electricity each year, was built during the Soviet period. Development officials with whom we spoke emphasized that one of Tajikistan’s biggest

needs is the construction or refurbishment of domestic generation infrastructure to make it both more reliable and accessible to a larger portion of the population.

Rather than refurbish existing infrastructure, Dushanbe has diverted the bulk of its resources to the construction of new infrastructure. Most notable is the Rogun dam project. Originally conceived during the Soviet period, construction on Rogun began in the 1970s but was suspended when the Soviet Union collapsed. If completed, Rogun would be the highest dam in the world, with a total generation capacity of 3,600 megawatts, nearly doubling Tajikistan’s existing capacity. Dushanbe views Rogun as the key piece of its hydropower strategy, arguing that the dam would double electricity production, end domestic electricity shortages for good, and allow the export of surplus electricity to Central Asia, South Asia, and China. Progress on Rogun remains on hold as a result of a heated dispute between Tajikistan and its downstream neighbors, principally Uzbekistan. The downstream states argue that Rogun could imperil their access to critical water resources by reducing the flow of the Amu Darya, and contribute to downstream flooding, harming their agricultural sectors. They further argue that, since Rogun is located in a seismically active zone, earthquakes could cause the dam to fail catastrophically, unleashing a wall of water.
A World Bank-led assessment, published in September 2014, states that “any of the Rogun dam alternatives can be built and operated at the Rogun site within international safety norms” and that the highest dam option (335 m) should be taken forward for further consideration. Furthermore, the assessment notes that the construction of Rogun is “a lower cost option for meeting Tajikistan’s electricity demand than the non-Rogun alternatives,” and that it can be operated so as not to impact downstream water flows. The apparent blessing of the World Bank, however, has not been sufficient to assuage the concerns of Tajikistan’s neighbors. According to one foreign diplomat with whom we spoke, only a “game changing offer” from Rahmon to Uzbek President Islam Karimov could remove Uzbekistan’s opposition—though it remains unclear exactly what such an offer could entail.

The government of Tajikistan has sought to link the Rogun dam and the electricity that it would produce to broader, internationally supported regional projects, including both CASA-1000 and TUTAP. Both projects, which have received funding from the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and other international lenders, envision Tajikistan playing a key role as a provider of electricity during the summer months to the electricity-starved markets of Afghanistan and, in particular, Pakistan. The United States, which has been a major backer of both CASA-1000 and TUTAP, argues that these projects are technically and commercially viable even without the construction of Rogun, while fearing that linking them to Rogun could potentially derail these larger energy projects. One of our interlocutors, however, noted that Dushanbe has more recently emphasized the importance of Rogun to Tajikistan’s own development, rather than just as a component or precursor to CASA-1000 or TUTAP.

Barriers to the further development of Tajikistan’s hydropower industry extend beyond the need to build more generation capacity. International development officials we interviewed emphasized that Tajikistan must reform its domestic electricity market in order to make the sector more attractive to foreign investment, which is sorely lacking. Rogun faces a serious financing deficit—it is expected to cost up to $6 billion—with few near-term prospects for funding, a point emphasized by all of our nongovernmental interlocutors in Dushanbe. Suggestions that Russia could step in to provide the missing funding—further cementing Moscow’s influence in Dushanbe—appear increasingly unlikely as Russia’s economy stagnates.

---

TAJIKISTAN AS A TRANSIT STATE

As a result of the poor condition of its road and rail networks and inefficient (and often corrupt) border management and customs controls, Tajikistan suffers from some of the world’s highest average transport costs.\(^\text{11}\) Long-standing disputes with neighboring Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan, which have at times resulted in border closures, further complicate transshipment and reinforce Tajikistan’s disconnectedness. According to a 2011 Asian Development Bank study, over 60 percent of rail freight in Tajikistan (which accounted for 50 percent of Tajikistan’s total exports and imports) either originated from or was destined for Uzbekistan.\(^\text{12}\) Tajikistan captures a very small share of regional freight transport traffic, and the new East-West transport routes that have developed in Central Asia in recent years largely bypass it. For example, China, which borders the most mountainous regions of Tajikistan, has prioritized the creation of road and rail routes that traverse Kazakhstan (which is flatter, less corrupt, and astride a more direct route) on their way to European markets.

Tajikistan is much better positioned, both geographically and in terms of existing infrastructure, to capture North-South freight traffic. North-South routes through Tajikistan, however, remain comparatively underdeveloped, in part due to more than a decade of instability in Afghanistan. The Northern Distribution Network has at least provided a proof of concept for such routes. According to one foreign diplomat in Dushanbe, the NDN line that ran from Riga to Afghanistan through Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan (the so-called KKT route) failed to become a sustainable freight corridor; total cargos have now fallen to 10 percent of the six-year average.

Dushanbe has made the refurbishment of existing transit infrastructure and the development of new highways, railways, and cross-border linkages a point of emphasis in its National Development Strategy. The Transportation Strategy emphasizes “building integrated transport network [sic] in the country and its connection with international transport corridors.”\(^\text{13}\) Tajikistan’s road and rail networks remain concentrated in the less mountainous southwest and northwest, connecting to the Turkmen, Uzbek, and to a lesser extent, Kyrgyz road and rail networks.

One critical international rail project emphasized by our interlocutors in Dushanbe is the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Tajikistan (TAT) railway. Financed in part by the Asian Development Bank and set tentatively for completion in 2015, this railway is intended to “[contribute] to the diversification of transport corridors” for all three countries.\(^\text{14}\) In a

---


\(^{12}\) “Developing Tajikistan’s Transport Sector,” Asian Development Bank, 2, 5.


press interview, a deputy minister responsible for transportation in Dushanbe stated that TAT will “allow our country to escape our inability to reach the outside world.” The primary benefit for Tajikistan is that it will further connect the country to Turkmenistan’s rail network, which now reaches into the Persian Gulf through Iran, as well as to Russia and Europe through Kazakhstan. Given the difficulties Tajikistan faces in relations with Uzbekistan, the availability of multiple transportation options is critical.

According to our interlocutors, Chinese investment, especially in Tajikistan’s transportation sector, has become more visible in recent years and the government has not sought to limit Chinese involvement, in contrast to several of the other Central Asian states. As a result, trade from China to Afghanistan and Pakistan via Tajikistan continues to grow. Tajikistan also receives financial support for various development projects from China’s Export-Import Bank, as well as for the construction of a pipeline connecting
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Hydrocarbons and Mining in Tajikistan

Tajikistan's mining sector is the country's area of greatest competitive advantage apart from hydropower. Given its importance to the economy, however, the mining sector is also an area of vulnerability, as Dushanbe's economic fortunes are deeply affected by fluctuations in global commodity prices. According to a 2012 study by the United States Geological Survey, the production of mineral products, including gold, silver, aluminum, coal, and uranium, made up 12.7 percent of Tajikistan's GDP, and the export of those products and their derivatives accounted for over four-fifths of export revenues. Aluminum alone, exported by Tajik Aluminum Co. (TALCO), the country's only producer, made up nearly 40 percent of Tajikistan's export revenues in 2012. Trend lines suggest that Tajikistan will continue expanding its mining industry in the coming years, providing a much-needed boost to economic growth.

Contribution of Metals and Mining to Tajikistan’s Export Revenue, 2012

A bigger unknown is the future of hydrocarbon production. Tajikistan possesses very small proven reserves of oil and natural gas; estimates put them at 10 million barrels of oil and 5.66 billion cubic meters (bcm) of natural gas. Apart from hydro-power, Tajikistan is heavily dependent on imported energy, and President Rahmon has made clear that achieving energy independence is a key goal. Oil and gas exploration in Tajikistan is in its nascent stages; however, some companies currently undertaking exploratory work suggest that deposits capable of meeting (or exceeding) domestic demand may exist—though energy experts with whom we spoke remain skeptical.

Western and southwestern Tajikistan is the heart of this new exploration. A production sharing agreement (PSA) between Tethys Petroleum, France’s Total, and the China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC), through its subsidiary the China National Oil and Gas Exploration and Development Corporation (CNODC), is gathering data on the Bokhtar field in southwestern Tajikistan. According to Tethys Petroleum, this area, abutting the Amu Darya basin, which has seen major hydrocarbon discoveries in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, could include 27.5 billion barrels of oil equivalent (consisting of 3,226 bcm of gas and 8.5 billion barrels of oil), and possibly even more. Russia’s Gazprom is also focused on the development of two fields, Sarikamysh and West Shaambary, in the same general vicinity. Sarikamysh holds an estimated 18 billion cubic meters of gas and 17 million tons of oil, while West Shaambary’s reserves remain undetermined.

Actual production from these deposits is uncertain, and it is too soon to project that Tajikistan will be capable of fulfilling its oil and gas needs domestically, much less becoming an exporter of any note. Even so, the potential for expanded minerals and hydrocarbon production could dramatically impact the trajectory of Tajikistan’s economic development and bolster the country’s energy security. But as one energy expert we interviewed stated, “Until they drill, they really have no idea how much is there.”

Turkmenistan and China (discussed below). Separately, with funding from the Asian Development Bank, the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) program has prioritized developing six corridors—four of which traverse Tajikistan, to promote regional trade, link Central Asia’s economic hubs, and connect landlocked countries to other Eurasian and global markets.18

As Tajikistan does not possess significant confirmed or easily recoverable hydrocarbon deposits and is not an exporter of oil or gas, it remains on the periphery of regional pipeline networks. It is, however, on the verge of becoming a transit state for gas from elsewhere in Central Asia headed to China. Tajikistan sits astride the route of the planned Line D of the Central Asia-China pipeline network. This pipeline, one of four that will bring natural gas to the energy-hungry Chinese market, will run through Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan to western China’s Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. Beijing and Dushanbe agreed on the project in September 2013 during President Xi Jinping’s visit to the region, and the pipeline is expected to be completed in 2016.

Agriculture

Apart from its dependence on mining and remittances from migrant laborers in Russia, Tajikistan’s economy centers on the agricultural sector. Around 75 percent of Tajikistan’s population is rural19 and, according to the State Statistics Committee, as of February 2015, 45 percent of all employed workers were engaged in agriculture, hunting, or fishing—a slight decline from approximately half of all workers in 2011.20 Agriculture accounts for just over a quarter of Tajikistan’s GDP and around 20 percent of its exports. However, because of low productivity, Tajikistan is also the only country in Central Asia that has seen an increase in the share of agricultural goods in its total imports.21

According to one of our interlocutors, efforts to reform the agricultural sector have seen mixed success, though Tajikistan’s National Development Strategy lists reforming agriculture as a priority. The strategy places particular emphasis on improving irrigation systems and bolstering efficiency in the production of cotton, which accounts for over 80 percent of agricultural exports.22

---
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Conclusion

Tajikistan faces more challenges and fewer opportunities than its neighbors in a reconnecting Eurasia. From difficult geography and mountainous topography to political barriers, such as the difficult relationship with some neighbors, Tajikistan has much to overcome if it is to maximize its opportunities from this reconnection. Notwithstanding these challenges, opportunities do exist. Tajikistan possesses few areas of meaningful competitive advantage, but its prospects in hydropower and mining as well as possible hydrocarbon production are improving. To fully exploit these competitive advantages, Tajikistan must undertake a difficult process of reform—one that will require substantial adjustments to the status quo.

With its limited economic and military power, Tajikistan faces serious constraints on its foreign economic and security policy. Developments beyond Tajikistan’s direct control will have an outsized impact on the success or failure of its goals of maintaining internal stability and benefiting from improved regional connectivity. Dependence on Russia engenders fears of domination, but Tajikistan possesses few near-term prospects for limiting that dependency. Disagreements with Uzbekistan affect the full scope of political and economic relations, limiting development prospects. Slim near-term hopes for rapprochement with several neighbors raise concerns in Dushanbe and limit the options for breaking the country’s transport bottleneck. And the specter of instability in Afghanistan, along with the possibility that instability could spill over to Tajikistan itself, looms large.

The degree to which Tajikistan seizes and capitalizes on the opportunities afforded by the reconnection of Eurasia will be determined by the nexus of domestic political will and circumstances in the regional environment that are largely beyond Tajikistan’s control. Even with the support of the United States, the European Union, and China (not to mention Russia) through their various regional integration initiatives, Dushanbe alone cannot impose its vision of Eurasia on its neighbors. The development of a more prosperous, stable Tajikistan, connected to regional markets through expanded transit and trade linkages, would nevertheless benefit the region as a whole.
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